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We went down the steep sidewalk for the revelation.
From top to bottom, before us, a proliferation of subjugated forms in the
powerful spot of granite neutrality.
A tone rising from the river bursts into a challenge to severity.
Your silence touches me. I understand it. The sounds of a waking crowd
reach us, of preventive sirens, of de-lubricated machines, of euphoric
dogs. A world emerging of neutral ash.
We descend in slowness; to the iron colossus in broad gesture. The path
of its path was made on the flow marked by the destination.
Behold, we have entered into the framework of truth.
[…]
People who leave in us the granite mark of their rude and transparent
soul, showing what it is, exactly like the land that was its cradle.
You are silent because some intimate reflection dominates you.
The truth is this.

The Ribeira Negra, which I have here in Porto, is the second version of
Ribeira, which I painted, with forty meters. It is a work that has never been
seen in Lisbon. It was in Madrid once. It's a curious work. It was 120
square metres, forty by three, but it was made in segments of four metres
each, here, in a small ceramic studio. I had four meters, I had a ruler put
on and I cut the cloth, which I suspended with a few studs and I painted
and painted. It was something that came out without me seeing the set,
although I felt more or less the rhythm. But it didn't have the right space.
I measured the place in steps and saw that I needed forty meters. I did it
quickly, in fifteen days.

I ran to the Flowers Street to buy a piece of canvas, and I went to the
studio. I had only 10 days for 120 m2 of panel. Polyvinyl would be the
technique; carbon black and zinc oxide, the pigments. Every 4 meters,
I've been painting the 40 meters of wall, no chance of going back. Or get
an overall view.
I was aware of the risks but I had a feeling they would be worth taking, as
long as the emotion was triggered by reason, and this I had… I would say
“Ribeira Negra” was fulfilled by itself…
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Composed of 40 panels, 3 meters high by 1 meter wide, this piece
constitutes one of the tests for the great tile panel Ribeira Negra, located
near the entrance east of the Ribeira Tunnel. The original idea came from
a suggestion by maestro Álvaro Salazar, at the time director of the
International Musical Workshop Days. Designed in 1984, in just 10 days
and in poor working conditions, he began by being exposed at the
Árvore Cooperative and then at the Ferreira Borges Market. In the
following two years, Júlio Resende carried out a series of studies: one
dated around 1985 (craft paper, watercolor on, 34 x 269 cm, Author's
Collection); another from that same year 1985 (baking paper, ink and
water, 37.5 x 390 cm, Author's Collection), a third of 1986 (1986, baking
paper, ink and coloured pencils on, 32 x 277 cm, Collection of Place of
Drawing). In 1986, the mentioned ceramic panel was created, in glazed
stoneware, at the Cerâmica do Fojo Company (Vila Nova de Gaia),
inaugurated on 21 June 1987.

This study was offered by the Author to the Oporto City Hall and was
shown several times:
1984 Cooperativa Árvore, Porto
1985-1986 Mercado Ferreira Borges, Porto
1990 Semana Portuguesa de Madrid, Espanha
2002 pela cidade do porto. Galeria Municipal Almeida Garrett, Porto
2004 pela cidade do porto (2.a edição). Galeria Municipal Almeida Garrett, Porto
2006 Sociedade Nacional de Belas-Artes, Lisboa
2007 XIV Bienal Internacional de Arte, Fórum Vila Nova de Cerveira
2007 Museu dos Transportes e Comunicações, Alfândega do Porto
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